
Stop the Plunder In Bankruptcy Court

Reorganizations  loom large in a  pattern of plunder,  evident in the U.S. today.  
“Stripping of the bone” of debtor estates, when highly political law firms show 
up.  The Betrayed Profession,  Ambassador Sol Linowitz, 1994, p 46.   “Its like 
the guy who robbed the banks, because that’s where the money was.”  Prof Lynn  
Lo Pucki, teaching at Harvard Law in the fall,  Bloomberg.  “A glorified 
liquidation tool.”  Prof Stephen Lubbens, Bloomberg.    “The foxes are guarding 
the henhouse, because lawyers don’t want to challenge other lawyers’ fees.”  
Prof Nancy Rapaport, Stanford Law grad.  “There is a sense of entitlement that 
a lot of lawyers talk 
themselves into…,” she says, commenting on the study “Routine Illegality in 
Bankruptcy Court Fee Practices.”

A flagrant local example is Krieg De Vault--Indpls representative of the 
Commercial Law League (sic), now Meritas.

Krieg De Vault ran up a bill over $200,000, for an oversecured creditor in a 
chapter 13-- where  the maximum fee allowed, for all services of a debtor’s 
attorney, was $2,500, absent extraordinary circumstances.   This was under a 
clear legal duty of oversecured creditors, to show restraint.   Nine hours on a 
claim form the party could do in 20 minutes, 4 hours on a reinstatement order 
that could be one sentence, 3 lawyers signing pleadings, multiple lawyers at 
plan hearings,  lengthy phone conferences, etc.

The case involved a neighborhood rehab.  The person doing most of the hard 
work, with considerable skill, filed  easily confirmable plans; virtually 
completed the project;  and had the installment arrears virtually in hand;  
within less than 2 years--in spite of Krieg De Vault’s utterly uncontrolled, scoff 
law litigation.

The slumlords  (like Kreig De Vault’s clients)  and derelict tenants  pale  
compared to the reorganization cartel, as bloodsuckers. 



This cartel is heavily jewish.   The lore mentions cultivating vulnerable goy 
into power-- someone who looks like “one of them,” but is really more often 
than not, a  foil.   One cannot help but suspect that strategy, in selecting 
bankruptcy and  other federal officials-- and thus, in the  pattern of free 
plunder.    Protecting  the public demands a major, concerted effort.   One 
might connect dots from—
The History.   Jericho, the fate of the Midianites, the supremacist dogma of 
torah, early Talmud, classical exploitation of the goy, fears during the 
enlightenment, the Sept 3, 1882 Russian edict, dominant role in the 
Bolsheviks, and concerns of Voltaire, Churchill, Thomas Mann, Joseph 
Kennedy, Ford, probably Edison, Benjamin Freedman, Solzhenitsn, and so 
many other keen minds.

The Power Structure.  Control of the money supply from the top; control of 
major news and entertainment; undue influence in foreign policy and 
Congress; and the ability to corrupt the courts, as examples.    Half the 
partners in big DC law firms are jewish, like lawyers and physicians in 1925 
Berlin-- from under 2-3% of the population, with equivalent intelligence.   
America, as a faux republic?

Corrosive Events.   Instant massive bailouts of wealthy bankers,  after reckless 
investments; huge securities frauds, which regulators ignore ; sharp credit 
card tactics;  uncontrolled reorganization fees; strong evidence of 9/11 as a 
zionist false flag operation—which the media also ignores.  

In Beyond Chutzpah, Norman Finkelstein, PhD Princeton,  discusses the 
mindset of jewish superiority, arising from economic and political power, and 
leading to reckless and ruthless conduct.  He says these jewish elites need to 
be stopped.
The bankruptcy cartel, including its gentile foils in the federal system,  is one of 
the worst examples.

      Gordon Dempsey



See  foundationforlegalreform.org., still in rough form, for  more detail, and 
solutions.

Your writer scored 138 on nat merit, 3 pts from the cutoff, qualified for debate 
nationals, and attended Wabash on a full tuition Baker.   He held some 
leadership roles, and turned in a higher GPA than each of his 5 classmates or 
fraternity brothers, who are partners or counsel at Baker & Daniels or Ice 
Miller.   He passed the written and oral for the U.S. foreign service, and  
attended a top 10 law school (like maybe 3 of over 100 lawyers, at Krieg De 
Vault).  

Let’s bring this “stripping of the bone” to a halt!   By bloodsucking shylocks, 
like Krack De Vault!   And give America a much better deal, than the public 
officials who help them steal.


